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introduction

• So, i’m about to start a keynote at a 

browser games conference in the 

worst possible way...

• ...by admitting I’m not a browser games 

expert

• This is because they hadn’t invented

browsers when i began

– nOr, indeed, the internet...

• My area of expertise is Mmos

– Fortunately, this may actually be helpful



But first...

• This isthe garden of earthly delights by

Hieronymus bosch (1500 +/- 10 years)

• Garden of Eden     earth        hell



Starting with...

• This really anNoys me...



New idea?

• Human beings, just like other mammals, 

are responsive to operant conditioning

– Based on variable reward schedules

• If doing something gives them 

something they like, they’ll do it again

– Except not if the results are too frequent, 

too infrequent, or too predictable

• This was used very effectively up by mass-

market browser games on facebook

– Farmville, frontierville, <random word>ville, ...



Old idea...

• It’s led to a kind of industrialised

online game design process

– All metrics-based, a/b testing

• Operant conditioning is not actually a 

new idea in online game design, though

• designers knew about it years ago

– Designers tend to know a little about a lot

• However, They chose not to exploit it

– Because it means exploiting players

– Because they knew it wouldn’t last



reflection

• Ooh look, a mirror!



differences

• Human beings, unlike other mammals, 

are able to reflect on their actions

• When they realise that something they 

thought was a reward is no such 

thing, operant conditioning fails

• Human beings can also learn

• They can spot when something new is 

something old in new clothes

• If they went oFf the old thing, they’ll go 

off the new thing as sOon as they notice



consequences

• This has hapPened with facebook games

– There may be millions of facebook users, but 

“millions” is still finite

• Players who have figured that “rewards”

are worthless are growing in number

• The Supply of new players is shrinking

• Dau for farmville etc. is dropping sharply

• Players haven’t stoPped playing, they 

just want games with more game to 

them



education

• Farmville etc. have inadvertently begun the 
education of legions of non-gamers

– Who are now looking to continue that 
education

• large developers have accepted they’re going 
to have to make games with actual

gameplay

• At gdc online last month there was a 
scramble to hire anyone with design
or management experience

– booths staffed by three recruiters full time...



Hell

• hell as a consequence of creation



Over!

• Established designers were right: operant 

conditioning is without a future

– They merely neglected to account for the 

fact that in the two years while their 

prophecies were BEComing true, it was 

possible to get very, very rich indeed...

• I made the same mistake with online poker...

• What started as heaven for players 

ultimately became a grinding heLl

• No need for you to worry, though?



The present

• People having fun supported by others



Save the whales!

• Let’s talk fremium, or f2p

– or microtransactions or whatever you prefer

• How this works:

– Most people play for frEe

– Some will spend a litTle, but barely enough 

to cover what they cost to service

– A few whales will pay stupid amounts 

of money and subsidise the rest

• non-spenders make the place look busy

and give the high-spenders context



irl

• This model is used in real life

• Las vegas survives on high roLlers, 

not everyday tourist gamblers

– An oil-rich arab who loses $20m at roulette 

is worth the same as 200,000 people who 

lose $100 each

• Unfortunately for las vegas, 

purpose-built resorts in the far east are 

luring their whales away

• Finding and kEeping whales is hard



Off to china!



sustainability

• The consensus is that f2p is very 

profitable

– Lotro doubled its revenue when it switched 

from subscription to f2p

• You can make a lot of money this way

– Indeed, some of you may be doing so!

• The question I’d like to ask is the same

as for operant conditioning:

• Is it sustainable in the long term?



A problem

• Players’ education doesn’t end with giving 

them gameplay

• Sooner or later, they’ll develop the notion 

of fairneSs

– It invariably follows from a growing 

understanding of gameplay and competition

• If a game isn’t fair, that will put 

players off just as surely as false 

rewards do

– Sharkskin suits at the olympics



limits

• This is true even for games which 

apparently condone unfairness

– Buying expensive golf clubs may help you 

lower your handicap to below that of a better 

player – but this is fine!

• However, there are always limits

– Buying a lower handicap without playing the 

golf is not fine!

• f2p games are training players who 

don’t sense unfairness to sense it



fairness

• That one guy can’t get to the top...



contradiction

• There is a fundamental contradiction

between f2p and fairness

– If you can buy an advantage, some people will 

go right ahead and buy that advantage

– The people who can’t afford it will resent it 

and look for a more level playing field

• Yes, i know you can think of exceptions, 

but that’s all they are – exceptions

• note: it’s the non-payers who object

– the payers want unfairness – in their favour



prediction

• If your f2p model involves only things 

with no gameplay benefit, you’re ok

– Novelty pets, coloured armour, naming your 

horse, ...

• If it involves selling items giving beyond a 

cosmetic advantage, it’s dOomed

• However, you can still make a roOmful

of money before this happens!

– I’m just warning that this is a golden 

age that will come to an end



motivation

• Drinking from the same pool



Why?

• Why are you making browser games?

• It’s not:

– to make money

– Because you like playing games

– to bring joy to millions

– By acCident

– Because you wanted a new chalLenge

• You’re doing it because it’s fun

– If it weren’t fun, why would you be here?!



Your gift

• God presenting eve to adam



The future

• Browser games have smaLler budgets, 

lower production values and shorter

development times than AAA titles

• That doesn’t mean you can’t enjoy

making them, though!

• This is actually the key to the browser 

games of the future

• It’s not all about tweaking percentages

– That’s merely a phase while we educate 

players as to what games are



The point

• Right now, browser game players are 

getting the equivalent in games of 

learn-to-read picture books

• Once they’ve mastered them, they’ll 

want the equivalent of novels and 

short stories

• If you don’t put any of yourself into 

making your games, why would your 

players put anything of 

themselves into playing them?



progress

• It’s as if we’ve started in purgatory and 

are moving through a strangely wrong 

unearth to the garden of eden



summary

• The games we’re making today aren’t the 

games of tomorrow

• However, they wiLl enable us to make

the games of tomorrow

– The ones you want to make

• There are great opportunities right now, 

but these are fleEting

• The greatest opportunities lie in what 

happens when today’s 70m farmville players 

become tomorrow’s sophisticated gamers



eden

• Birds following the ones at the front


